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Simultaneous multi-isotope trapping of ytterbium
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Working with ytterbium~Yb!, we demonstrate dual-isotope magneto-optic traps of extreme experimental
simplicity yet containing either fermion-boson or boson-boson isotope pairs. Pairs studied include
171Yb1172Yb ~a fermion-boson mixture! and 176Yb1174Yb and 174Yb1172Yb ~boson-boson mixtures!. Trap-
ping is performed using the Yb (6s2)1S0-(6s6p)1P1 transition, an uncooled thermal source, and bichromatic
trapping beams. Static and dynamic properties of the composite cloud are conveniently probed on the spin-
forbidden (6s2)1S0-(6s6p)3P1 transition. A unique strategy for continuously loading these samples into
magnetic traps is described.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.63.053401 PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj
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Dual-isotope magneto-optic traps~DIMOTs! @1–3# pro-
vide unique gateways to studies of mixed-isotope lig
assisted collisions@1,3# and, potentially, to the production o
unique systems such as quantum degenerate fermionic@4#
and/or fermionic-bosonic gases@2,3,5# and interpenetrating
bosonic superfluids@6,7#. DIMOTs involving alkali-metal
atoms have been demonstrated@1–3# but involve significant
experimental complications such as the need for up to e
distinct cooling/trapping laser frequencies, isotopically e
riched or artificially produced radioactive samples, a
heating-induced loss of one isotope due to the trapping la
for the other@2,3#.

Ytterbium ~Yb!, on the other hand, provides for the rea
ization of several distinct DIMOTs while avoiding all o
these experimental complications. Comparable bosonicA
5168,170,172,174,176) and fermionic (A5171,173) isoto-
pic abundance@8# eliminates the need for isotopically en
riched samples while the significant cooling power of t
398.8-nm 1S0-1P1 transition @9–11# enables efficient trap
loading directly from a thermal source@9#. Further, only two
trapping-beam frequency components are required@8#, a
small range of frequency differences provides access to
eral separate isotope pairs@12#, and the trapping beams fo
one isotope do not weaken the trap for the other@13#. Trap
dynamics can be probednondestructivelyvia weak excitation
of the 555.6-nm1S0-3P1 intercombination transition@14#.
Additionally, Yb DIMOTs provide unique and to date unr
alized opportunities to explore~1! cross-isotope collision dy
namics in nuclear-spin-free systems, enabling quantita
comparisons with theory over a larger range of internucl
separations than is possible using alkali-metal ato
@1,3,15–18#, ~2! collisions between atoms with and witho
hyperfine structure, studies that cannot be performed w
alkali-metal atoms@15,16#, and ultimately~3! isotopic mix-
tures of quantum-degenerate fermionic and fermion
bosonic gases. Alkaline earths, having analogous inte
level structure@20#, offer similar possibilities but have les
favorable or varied fermionic natural abundance@21# and
1S0-1P1 trap lifetimes that are, due to excited-state leaka
one to two orders of magnitudeshorter than those for Yb
@9,22#.

In this paper, we present a realization of a171Yb1172Yb
DIMOT which comprises a fermion-boson mixture of atom
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one with one and one without hyperfine structure. Additio
ally, we demonstrate DIMOTs containing176Yb1174Yb and
174Yb1172Yb which comprise boson-boson mixtures
nuclear-spin-free atoms. Trap loading is performed usin
thermal source with natural isotopic composition and bich
matic trapping beams. Adjustment of the relative power a
frequency offset between the individual trapping-beam f
quency components provides independent control over
constituent trap lifetimes@9# and populations. Composit
cloud properties, including the relative sizes, spatial overl
populations, and lifetimes are determined using calibra
probe and trapping-beam induced fluorescence from
555.6 nm 1S0-1P1 @14# and 398.8 nm1S0-1P1 transitions
@see Fig. 1~a!#. Significantly, we obtain individual trap popu
lations approaching the largest values previously achieve
single-isotope1S0-1P1 Yb MOTs @9# and peak spatial den
sities near the regime where intratrap collisions significan
affect trap dynamics@17,18#. Finally, we describe a unique
pathway for continuously loading these samples into pur
magnetic traps.

Some aspects of the apparatus have been reported
where@9,14#. Other features and modifications are noted h

FIG. 1. ~a! Partial Yb energy level diagram showing transitio
relevant to the experiment. Radiative decay pathways from the1P1

excited state are1P1→1S0 or 1P1→3D1,2→3P0,1,2 @9,25#. ~b!
Schematic diagram of the experiment in theX-Z plane. AOM,
acousto-optic modulator; CCD, charge-coupled-device cam
PMT, photomultiplier tube; AHC, anti-Helmholtz magnetic fie
coils; L, lens;l/4, quarter-wave plate; DBS, dichroic beamsplitte
BS1, 50/50 beamsplitter; BS2, optical flat
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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@see Fig. 1~b!#. The thermal Yb source comprises an effusi
oven with a 2.3-mm-diameter output nozzle followed by
collimating skimmer~8 mm diameter, located 19 cm from
the nozzle!. A heater maintains the oven body~nozzle! at
450 °C ~625 °C!, resulting in a measured flux o
1011atoms/sec through the observed trapping region~1 cm2

cross section, 35 cm downstream from the nozzle!. Fluores-
cence from this region is imaged onto a charge-coupled
vice camera~CCD, which provides;75 mm resolution of
trap features! and a photomultiplier tube~PMT! that is either
sampled by a digital oscilloscope~500-ms overall system re-
sponse time! or used in photon-counting configuratio
Bandpass filters allow selective detection of either
555.6-nm or 398.8-nm trap fluorescence. In all that follow
the axial magnetic field gradient is 60 G/cm. Vacuum lev
during the experiment are less than 1028 Torr.

The bichromatic trapping beams are generated by pas
80–120 mW of 398.8-nm light through an acousto-op
modulator ~AOM!. The resulting zeroth-~power P0 , fre-
quencyn0! and upshifted first-order~power P1 , frequency
n1! beams are combined on a 50/50 beamsplitter~BS1!, ex-
panded to 1/e2 intensity diameters of 1.5 and 1 cm, respe
tively, and split into three pairs of trapping beams. One p
with relative power of unity, is normal to the atomic bea
and parallel to the axis of the anti-Helmholtz coils~AHC!.
The other two pairs, normal to the first and with relati
powers of 10, intersect the atomic beam at645°.

The weak collimated 555.6-nm probe beam is produ
by a ring dye laser~long-term linewidth less than 2 MHz!,
combined with a trapping beam traveling normal to the AH
axis, has a 1/e2 intensity diameter of 5 mm, and is sing
passed through the atom cloud. Saturated absorption i
external Yb gas cell provides frequency markers for the
1S0-3P1 resonance.
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In Fig. 2, we plot the 398.8-nm photocount rate collect
from the trapping region whenP0580 mW, P150 ~single-
isotope MOT operation!, and n0 is scanned. n174B is the
174Yb 1S0-1P1 resonance frequency,N174 is the estimated
174Yb trap population, and population ratiosNx /N174 where
Nx is the population for isotopex are listed in the parenthe
ses. Note that, with the exception of168Yb ~0.13% natural
abundance!, Nx /N174.0.1, and frequency shifts betwee
several pairs are nearly equal@12#. Consequently, for an es
sentially fixed value ofd5n12n0 , multiple isotope pairs

FIG. 2. 398.8-nm photocount rate collected from the trapp
region whenP0580 mW, P150 ~single-isotope MOT operation!,
and n0 is scanned. N174 is the estimated number of trappe
174Yb, n174B is the 174Yb 1S0-1P1 resonance frequency, and tra
population ratiosNx /N174 are listed in parentheses. The signatu
for 173Yb is absent presumably due to inefficient trapping caused
optical pumping in the1S0(F5

5
2 ) ground state@10#.
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FIG. 3. 555.6-nm fluorescenc
spectra from~a! 171Yb1172Yb and
~b! 176Yb1174Yb DIMOTs. np

(n172G) is the probe ~172Yb
1S0-3P1 resonance! frequency.
Note that in~b! the probe polar-
ization is orthogonal to the polar
ization used in~a!. Dashed ver-
ticle lines in the inset to~b! give
176Yb and 174Yb 1S0-3P1(mJ

50) resonance frequenciesF is
the total angular momentum fo
each of the two171Yb 3P1 hyper-
fine excited states. Note th
171Yb 1S0(F5

1
2 ) ground state is

magnetically split only at a rate o
750 Hz/G, which is unobservable
in the present context. Trap popu
lations and peak spatial densitie
are listed in the table.
1-2
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SIMULTANEOUS MULTI-ISOTOPE TRAPPING OF YTTERBIUM PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 053401
can be separately captured, allowing different permutati
of electronic structure and quantum spin statistics to be
plored in a single experiment. Moreover,N174 exceeds the
best previous results obtained using precooled Yb ato
beams@9#, indicating that efficient trap loading, essential
obtaining large DIMOT populations, is possible using
simple and compact thermal Yb source. These results h
allowed us to create and study three separate Yb DIMO
The remainder of this work, however, will focus on mixtur
of 171Yb1172Yb and 176Yb1174Yb.

In Fig. 3~a!, we plot the probe-induced 555.6-nm fluore
cence spectra collected from the trapping region whenP0
555 mW, P1560 mW, d matches the172Yb-171Yb(F5 3

2 )
1S0-1P1 frequency shift~305 MHz @12#!, andn0 is tuned 40
MHz below the 172Yb 1S0-1P1 resonance. In the figure
nP (n172G) is the probe~ 172Yb 1S0-3P1 resonance! fre-
quency. The presence of three peaks, each having a un
substructure~shown in the figure insets! and separated by th
172Yb-171Yb(F5 1

2 , 3
2 ) frequency shifts@19# definitively dem-

onstrates simultaneous trapping of171Yb and 172Yb and il-
lustrates the significant differences between the electro
structure of the two isotopes. Specifically, the trap magn
field splits the172Yb fluorescence peak into three feature
reflecting the simpleJ50→J51 character of the172Yb
1S0(J50)-3P1(J51) transition. In contrast, the171Yb
emission features display two or four components, reflec
the trap magnetic-field splitting of the more compl
1S0(F5 1

2 )-3P1(F5 1
2 , 3

2 ) transitions@14#.
In Fig. 3~b!, we plot the 555.6-nm fluorescence collect

from the trapping region whenP0550 mW, P1515 mW, d
is chosen to match the176Yb-174Yb 1S0-1P1 isotope shift
~509 MHz @12#!, andn0 is tuned 30 MHz below the176Yb
1S0-1P1 resonance. Here, the presence of two fluoresce
features separated by the176Yb-174Yb 1S0-3P1 isotope shift
@19#, each having three spectral components, indicates sim
taneous trapping of176Yb and 174Yb. We find thatN174 is
limited by the available laser power, which is small due
the low ~less than 30%! diffraction efficiency exhibited by
the AOM used to trap this isotope pair. Note that the f
quency difference between the1S0-3P1(mJ50) resonance
frequencies and the spectral location of the magnetically
sensitive1S0-3P1(mJ50) fluoresence peaks@see the insets
to Fig. 3~b!# reflects trapping-beam-induced Stark shifts
the 1S0 ground state.

Along with unambiguous confirmation of simultaneo
trapping, these fluorescence features provide real-time in
mation about individual isotopes in the composite clou
Specifically, the relative areas under the peaks~appropriately
weighted to account for the171Yb hyperfine structure! give
the population ratiosN172/N171 and N176/N174 while, from
the peak widths and splittings, individual cloud displac
ments from the magnetic-field null,S, and the radii,DS/2, of
the 172Yb, 174Yb, and 176Yb clouds can be determined@14#.
Note that the ability to observe real-time changes in rela
trap populations is a powerful tool for investigating cros
isotope interactions and a useful alternative to the tr
destructive techniques employed elsewhere@2,3,16,17#.

Ensuring that the two trapped isotopes occupy the sa
spatial volume is essential to future experiments with trap
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Yb isotope mixtures. In Fig. 4 we show, for the conditions
Fig. 3~a!, the spatially dependent 398.8-nm fluorescence
corded by the CCD. Figure 4~a! is the fluorescence of the
composite171Yb-172Yb cloud while the lower~upper! con-
tour in Fig. 4~b! is the 171Yb ~172Yb! fluorescence observe
when the trapping beams for172Yb ~171Yb! are blocked. In
the figure,Y is parallel to the AHC axis. Figure 4~c! depicts
the column-averaged fluorescence observed along theX co-
ordinate in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. Comparison of Figs. 4~a!
through 4~c! shows that the171Yb and172Yb clouds are com-
pletely overlapped in theX-Y plane, while the magnetic
field-induced splitting of the 555.6-nm fluorescence reve
that cloud centers are displaced by less than 300mm ~much
less than the 1-mm 1/e cloud radius!, indicating that the in-
dividual isotope clouds occupy essentially the same spa
volume. Similar spatial overlap was observed for t
174Yb1176Yb DIMOT shown in Fig. 3~b!. Using the ob-
served cloud populations and radii, we find approximat
equal peak spatial densities ofn;23108 atoms/cm3. For
this set of parameters, we do not find conclusive evidence
cross-isotope collisions~i.e., a change in the population o
loss rates@1,3# of one isotope when the other is added
removed from the composite cloud!. Note, however, that the
fractional contribution to total trap loss made by intratr
collisions depends critically on the electronic structure of
interacting atoms and the cloud spatial density@15–18# and
the trapping laser intensity and detuning@1,3,15–18#. Future
efforts will focus on increasing this contribution by optical
repumping atoms shelved in the (6s6p)3P2,0 metastable
states to increase the trap spatial density@9,17#.

Observing quantum-statistical effects with cold dual
single Yb isotope samples requires significantly lower te
peratures and/or higher spatial densities than observed
or in other experiments with trapped Yb. To date, groun
state magnetic trapping followed by forced rf evaporati
@4,23# is the only proven strategy@24# for driving neutral
atomic gases into the quantum-degenerate regime while
like the alkaline-earth atoms, cannot be magnetically trap

FIG. 4. 398.8-nm fluorescence as a function of position captu
by the CCD under the conditions of Fig. 3~a!. Y ~theX-Z plane! is
parallel ~normal! to the AHC axis.~a! Composite171Yb1172Yb
cloud, ~b! lower ~upper! contour is the171Yb ~172Yb! fluorescence
observed when the trapping beams for172Yb ~171Yb! are blocked.
~c! Column-averaged fluorescence observed alongX in ~a! and~b!.
~i! Composite cloud;~ii ! 172Yb; ~iii ! 171Yb.
1-3
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in the ground state. Note, however, that for the magn
field employed in this experiment, Yb atoms in th
(6s6p)3P2 (mJ52) metastable state experience a magn
potential well depth of;8 mK;10TD ~whereTD5670mK
is the 1S0-1P1 Doppler-limited temperature!. More impor-
tantly, for nominal Yb MOT or DIMOT populations o
106– 107 atoms and typical trapping-beam power-limite
lifetimes of 200 ms@9,10#, cold atoms arecontinuously
transferred to the 3P2 (mJ52) state at a rate o
105– 106 atoms/sec @9,25#. Using a second laser (l
5648.9 nm) to optically pump population from th
(6s6p)3P0 state to the3P2(mJ52) state via radiative deca
from the (6s7s)3S1 state would improve this transfer effi
ciency by roughly an order of magnitude@25#, giving, for
magnetic trap lifetimes>1 sec@26#, magnetic trap popula
tions of more than 107 atoms. Alternatively, precooling in a
1S0-3P1 MOT @10#, followed by magnetic-field switching
and optical pumping to3P2(mJ50) via excitation of the
(6s6p) 3P1-(6s7s)3S1 transition (l5679.9 nm) would en-
able lower magnetic trap temperatures and higher sp
densities compared to the passive loading scheme desc
above. In either case, zero-background detection of the m
ev
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netically trapped atoms can be achieved using optical e
tation of the (6s6p) 3P2-(6s7s)3S1 transition (l
5769.9 nm) followed by observation of radiative dec
from (6s7s) 3S1 to either (6s6p) 3P0 or the (6s6p) 3P1

states. Note that this entire process can be pursued with
isting diode laser technology and could potentially be a
plied to the alkaline-earth atoms calcium and strontium@20#.

In conclusion, we have presented a realization of b
fermion-boson and boson-boson Yb DIMOTs, demonstra
the tremendous versatility and experimental convenience
Yb provides for these types of experiments, and describe
unique pathway for magnetically trapping these co
samples. Our results are the first steps toward investiga
unique types of light-assisted collision dynamics and a st
ing point for realizing quantum-degenerate mixtures of f
mionic and bosonic Yb.

The authors wish to thank J. Bohn and D. J. Heinzen
for helpful comments and suggestions. We gratefully
knowledge financial support from the National Scien
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